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'Velazquez must go!'

Latinos move to oust program director
by Robert J. Kosinski
len that " the charges do not
warrant Velazquez's dismisThe Union for Puerto Rican
sal."
Students (UPRS) has orgaAt the meeting of Feb. 18,
nized ,Latino students at
Gutierrez
said " We went to
Northeastern in an effort to
Vice-president Major and askforce administration officials to
ed him if he was going to
oust Miguel Velazquez, direcrecognize the committee on
tor of the C.L.A .S.E .S . InstiC.L.A.S.E .S. as the official
tu te, from the university sponadvisory council. He told us
sored program.
bluntly
'No'. That he was
The UP RS maintains tha t
going to create a new advisory
Velazquez has been dishonest
council in which the Union
with them in his implementaMIGHT have SOME particition of the institute. They say
pation. "
he has been deficient in setting
Gutierrez views this as a
up needed programs under
move to " undermine" t he
C.L.A.S.E. S. and has not met
·student participation in t he
the deadline dates effecting all
institute."
·
t hat he has promised.
Gutierrez added, " Miguel
They also claim Velazquez
Velazquez is no longer nor can
has spent much of the time he
he longer be considered a
was supposed to be working
Puerto Rican, for he has sold
for Latinos in t he C.L.A.S .E.S. "
himself to the administration.
instit ute by campaigning as an
--The adlhinistration is trying to
aldermanic candidate for the
undermine •not only the Puerto
Union of Puerto Rican Students president, Eduardo Camacho [right] discusses plans
Rican Students."
31st ward. They say he has
removal of Miguel Velazquez from the University program. [Photo by Paul Manda]
After the lecture hall meetexploited his posit ion for poliing, the students went to the
Gutierrez said t he Union has
tical means and has used the L atino students, F eb. 18 at 1 full time law student at Loyola
office of the president to meet
had no success in convincing
pm, Rm. 1001 Luis Gutierrez University while being paid
office of C.L.A.S.E .S. as a
with him in closed session.
t he administration of t he need
gave another reason for the $15,000 a year. "
campaign· information center
1'hey vowed not to leave the
for Velazquez's dismissal from
failure of the C.L.A .S.E.S.
He said that Velazquez's
in his efforts.
office area until · they had
the
program.
Velazquez could not be program under Velazquez:
graduate work at Loyola along
received assurances of VelazJ ohn Major, vice-president
"Miguel Velazquez," said with his political aspirations
reached to comment on those
quez' s removal.
charges. At a meeting of Gutierrez, "by his own admishave contribu ted to his inabili- for Academic Affairs, says he
Mullen said he would inform
thoroughly
investigated
the
sion . spent nine months as a
Union members and other
ty to work with Puerto Ricans.
them of his decision on
charges against Velazquez afWednesday, Feb. 26 and the
ter they were presented to him
students agreed to vacate the
and he recommended to Uniarea.
versity President James Mul-

J udge sends photo theft
case to grand jury

by George Tafelski
Judge Richard Curry has
ruled t hat t he state's attorney ·
has shown enough evidence to
warrant convening a grand
jury to investigate the burg- ;
lary o{ Graphic Arts and
Photography on December 7 of
last year.
Security officer DeFranco
testified under oath t hat he
and Jack Holt made a legal
search of Ron Porche at
O'Hare Airport as Porche was
about to leave on a field trip to
Africa. They found t hat he had
p h oto eq,_uipment on •his
possession. The equipmenfs
serial numbers matched those
of a li s t of the stolen
equipment. He was arrested
and charged with possession of
stolen property.
Mas Shinsako of Graphic

0

and $150 per month · restituArts and Photography testified that he had never given ' tion. The offer was decliiiecl
Originally, Porche was only
Porche permission to use the
charged
with possession of.
equipment that he was arstolen property but the- state's
rested with.
attorney is now going to t ry ·
Defense a ttor ney Gary
Brownfield, who took the case · him for t he burglary itself.
Acco!'ding to Nort heastern
as a public defender, asserted ·
chief of security Francis Flood,
that Shinsako could not file a
there are two suspects in t he
complaint. He said t hat an
burglary . (At last week 's
official age~t of the school
must file charges since it was . Student Senate meeting Treas:.
urer-elect Bob McDonald said ,
school p ro p erty that wa s
that he saw evidence which ►
stolen. But Judge Curry ruled
may implicate another Norththat anybody who has custody
eastern
student
besides
of the ... property can bring
Porche. McDonald declined
charges ,
comment on what evidence he
At first , State's attorney
had seen.)
Barbara Davis, Holt, DeFranco, and Shinsako agreed to try
The court has set March 21
and plea bargain with Porche.
as the date it will notify those Luis Gutierrez [center] walks up the stairs lined with UPRS
They tried to get Porche to
involved in the case as to when members on his way to the president's office. [Photo by Robert
agree to five year s probation
the grand jury will convene.
Kosinski]
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Dear EditorA few of us students pooled ,
our "smarts", and came up
with an idea that might induce
some of us to park in the NIU
parking lot instead of on the ·
residential street . which q is
sometimes closer to- our

Drive, rather than find a · lot.
Anyway, here is our idea:
Offer weekly prizes, on a
lotterybasis, drawn from cars
parking in the lot. The prizes
could be merchandise or
"'
l
is a symptom of a problem ~
stamps honored by loca
To the Print· Dear Editor; ·.
merchants, which would cost
n·o t the problem 1·tself.
I think the civic group doing
classroom. We sure as heck
b
You • asked for suggestions
·
tor's
Note
following
the
community nothing, ut
Edl
The
all the protesting about the . on the parking problem. Here
won 't be forced to park in the
l bl
h
which would be va ua e to t e
New. man's letter dutifully folparking ought to send a note .
lot,
any
more
than
the
dd
"
·
l
·
go'es:
students. A 1t1ona prizes
lows What I believe is a
of thanks to the school and the
homeowners, themselves, want
d d
First: I think the civic group
·
ng
policy
with
the
·
could be awar e
to cars
growl
students. As a student for
to park in the lot. How many ·
l
h" h
ought to quit harassing the
ministration
of
the
parking
in
the
new
ot,
w 1c
ad
Current
about four years, and a
of
these
same
home.9wners
will
•
university to build more
is the most inconvement.
Prl· nt. That policy is a
community resident for · the
not grab the first open space
h
h
parking lots, when the presrecalcitrant detemination to
Honey mig t catc more
same period, I can't remember
,,
d b
on the · street when they visit
flies than a .sledge hammer.
ent new one isn't full. It
any other issue this group ever
"go your own way an
e · their friends on Lake Shore
would be a waste of taxpay3 students at NIU
concerned itself with in these
damned with the people to - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - er's money.
. previous years. So apparently
whom the paper should be
The Independent Vot~rs of Illinois have released their I
Second: Homeowners who still
responsible.
recommendations for the Democratic mayoral primary and I
they owe their very existence
don't have their own garto this issue, and maybe they
You seem to have forgotten aldermanic elections which are to be held on Tuesday, February I
ages ought to put in a patio
are keeping the matter "hotted
that there's 10,000-plus warm 25. After careful study, the I.V.I. has recommended the following I
in their backyard which
bodies out there who all have a candidates :
·
·
up " solely for the purpose of
could also act as a private car
stake in "your" paper. Isn't it
Mayor: William s inger
1
jµstifying their continued ex1
port. Then they wouldn 't
strange that there's seven or
2nd Ward: Bobby Rush
·
istence and to provide some
have to worry about their
eight lengthy features in each
5th Ward : Al Raby
reason to hold m~etings which
own convenience. Since most
' will take them away from their
issue, with little or no
7th Ward: edward Piotrowski
of their homes are in the_
TV sets. If this - is 'the only
revelance to Northeastern, but
8th Ward: Ald. William Cousins
$50,000 class, they should be
problem which confronted
important issues ~nd events on
16th Ward: Ald. Anna Langford
able to afford it, and will intheir community in the last
campus are ignored? Have you
21st Ward: Phillip Smith
crease their own property
four years,then they are a
concerned yourselves with the
22nd Ward: Eriberto Campos
values as well.
very, very lucky community.
fact that the cutesie-pie crap I 23rd Ward: Anita Cummings
Third : If they want the streets
Estelle K.
you have been shoving down I 26th Ward: Emanuel Logalbo
entirely clear of .cars, then
Social Sci. Graduate
the UNI community's throat I 28th Ward: Eddie Smith
they should get No-Parking
in the place of news isn't worth I 29th WArd: Cliff White
To the PrintSigns for their streets the 40-odd cents that each I 31st Ward: Ricbard Smetters or Miguel Velazquez
A bout the parking problems
'Yhich would apply to them
student pays for each individu- l 35th Wa~?= Judith Gre_~<;>ry
- I think the people squawking
also.
al issue of the Print - and I 40th, w'a ra: Solomon Gutstein
should not concentrate so
The University has been
that's whether he reads it or'. I 43rd Ward: Martin Oberman
much on the hole in the
good to us, and to the
even
sees it.
•· 1 44th Ward: Ald. Dick Simpson
doughnut, but should count
community as well. I think it
I 46th Ward: Jose (Cha-Cha) Jimenez
their blessings. After. all, the
is about time sensible people
Relevance and responsibility I 47th Ward: Ald. John Hoellen
university provides their meetput their time to more
~o hand-in-hand in a ~ituatio_n ·I . 48th Ward: Dennis Block_
ing room , tennis courts, handy
important problems than parkhke yours, and I don t call it I 49th Ward: Michael Kreloff
education for their families,
ing.
and a lot of jobs. Putting in a
very responsible to reply to a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Clarice A.,
man's letter and complaint by The Search and Screen Committee for Vice President for Student
cheapy car port for their own
From a student who
saying that your "reporters" Services has selected eight candidates to be interviewed for the
private parkin g privilege
is a little disappointed
can't figure out what should or · position. Members of the U~iyersity community, studen ts,
shouldn 't be much cf a .price to
in the childishness of the • should not go into an article faculty and staff, are invited to meet the candidates in receptions
pay for all the advantages. The
older generation
you pass into '-"the public's to be held in the Buffeteria from 2:15 to 3:30 as follows :
community owes a little
hands.
Monday, February 17 - Donald Young, Currently Presdient,
''. give" for the "'take".
Dear Mr. Tafelski:
The
thing
is,
kids,
if
you're
'Young
and Associates, College Student Affairs Consultants,
T. Peters
After reading your com- , going to be involving your- Exton, Pennsylvania
mentary of January 31, 1975, I '. selves with adult functions,
Dear Editor,
Wednesday, February 19 - Alfred Dale, Formerly Provost,
was quite defensive of the
Why not give ·neighbors of
then you'd better start looking Central YMCA Community College, Chicago
Student Government. But afthe university the equal
at, and writing about them
Friday, February 21 - Ann Smith, Currently Assistant to the
ter due consideration I realized
privilege of buying parking
through adult eyes. Knowing President, Northeastern Illinois University, Chicago
that alf of the facts you related
stickers, so they can use the
most of the principals involved
Tuesday, February 25 - Marguerite Manning, Formerly Dean
were true and the implications
empty space in the parking
in the Newman article, I don't of Student Affairs , Rutgers University, Neward, New Jersey
you made about the "maturilot?
envision him making the quote
Thursday, February 27 - Margaret Mary Holland, Currently
ty" of the Senate were justiAt least when the streets are
you attribute to him. Proper Vice President for Student Development, University of Dayton, ·
snow-bound, this would be , fied.
editing is more than slapping a Dayton, Ohio
Unfortunately the only way
quite an asset to them.
couple of hash marks at the
Friday, February 28 - Griff Pitts, Currently Acting Vice
A. Cohen, . I can see the problems of the
beginning and end of what you Presdient for Student Services, Northeastern Illinois University,
Senate being solved is by more
A senior citizen student
say someone said.
Chicago
1 active participation by
stuIn
conclusion,
I
would
say
·
Monday, March 3 - Jose Morales, Currently Dean of
Dear Doug and Editots,
dents and by makirig the
that you owed it to those Community college, Purdue University Calumet Campus,
Thank you for covering and · Senators and Officers accountinvloved in the incident to Hammond, Indiana
-carrying the Bail Bond Project
able for their actions (or publish a retraction within this
Wednesday, March 5 - William Brothers, Currently Dean,
story. The students of Northinactions).
week's
paper,
but
since
you've
Student
Personnel Services, Bluefield State College, Bluefield,
eastern knew just about zero
Wake up people. It's your added insult to injury, I'd say West Virginia
about what we do at that crazy
money and interests we're · you owe them an apology in
hour - except for a fe~ posters
dealing with.
addition to a retraction at this ·
that we try to keep up. Now
Pat Wellbank point. To them, I would · say
they do, thanks to the article,
that they should take what
There 1s a ·d;fferencel!I
Editor:
and they can make their own
step_s necessary to bring this
Like the tip of an iceberg,
decision whether or not they
about.
·
the Mike Newman mis-quote
would like to help out.
M~AT 5-3~ 75 } E o
LSAT
4-19-75
Pat
O'Brien,
EX-EDITOR
and the Print's reaction to it,
Terry Strand
DAT
4-26-75
I •\ ATOS ■
7-12-75
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0
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The Staff
The Print . is the campus
newspaper for · Northeastern Illinois
Universit . Published weekly, this '
. y .
I
paper 1s paid for by student fees I
' and is largely th e work :of i
I No rt heast ern students . Material ,
· published herein is not to be
confused w it h views exp ressed by '
· the -University administ ration. Print
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ext. 459.
·
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Safety inspection ·
I

O~HA spots fire violatio.ns
.

(•'}

team chairman and member of
the campus security force,
Brendon 0. Leary, chief
operating engineer, Robert
Ortinau, registered architect,
Bernard Hurley, union house
electrician, and Bob Crampton,
director of the physical plant.
Del Rasch, fire dept. Captai'n,
, is not a member of OSHA,
but participates in inspections.
To develop an overall accurate
picture, each member inspects
violations· in his area of
' expertise.
School inspections are perby M. L. Robandt
I formed every semester. Approximately one month later, a
Mayoral Candidate William Singer insinuated himself into the
follow up examiniation is done,
intermission crowd ,at the Organic Theatre. He began shaking
Melvin Skvarla of Campus
hands and saying, "Hi, I'm Bill Singer" in a high breathy voice.
Planning explained that each
Several people who worked for him previously ·crowded around;
department
is held responsible
photograph~rs arranged two of the women near him, genial
for their violations and if they
porpoise, Singer moved through the eddies of fund-raisers, fans,
remain uncorrected, the Dean
and reporters, flipped his flippers, and was gone. ("and giving a
is notified.
nod, up the chiminey he rose"):
According to Jack Holt,
I wondered what it was about him I distrusted. A man near me
said he had a "lady-like" handshake. (I wondered what Paley's . most minor violations are
handshake felt like. ) I liked Singer's platform - hell, I live on the
corrected during or shortly
edge of New Town and Uptown by choice - I HAVE to believe
the city is the best as well as the worst of all possible worlds. I do Corporate image
"Love Chicaj!o - but Face the facts!" Why wasn't I convinced?
,
by Peg Gorman and .
Pennie Lopinski
The Occupational Safety
and Health Administration
(OSHA), which performs periodical inspections at North-

eastern, has discovered some
major and numerous minor
violatioµs.
OSHA, dedicated to the
prevention of fire and safety
hazards, consists of Jack Holt,

Parenthesis

I

after the inspection. , "Howextinguisher not checked since
ever," he added, "where the
March of 1974, return air grill
corrections involve a great deal
covered by carton and one grill
of money, they must be
caved in (B 113), poor venting
budgeted for the next fiscal
of kilns and careless storage of
year."
sawdust which, due to its
Many of the violations cited
combustible nature, requires
at Northeastern are the result
good ventilation and y acuumof small acts of general
ing (B 121 - 123), no eyewash
carelessness which could pos- · - in acid room (B 130).
sibly cause accidents or hinder
In the Little Theatre wing:
safety,. if left uncorrected.
props stacked against enginThe following are examples
eering gear, naked light bulbs
of violations found. In the A
with paper used for shading,
wing: loose floor in the dance
fire extinguishers not easily
studio, broken lock on lighting
visible, e~h signs covered,
panel (A113), the area desigcurtains and tablecloth not
nated for the storage of a
flameproofed, and candles used
movable wall used for trash
on tables.
(A 121), exposed wires which
Most of · these violations
could cause a short (A 122),
have been corrected since they
AV box loose from wall and
were pointed out by OSHA.
poor general housekeeping (A
But they show the tremendous
128), poor ventilation caused
need for students and faculty
by plywood covering the air
to become safety conscious in
ducts (A 135), torn carpeting
order to minimize the possibiliand dirty air vents (A lounge).
ty of accidents and fire.
In the B wing: Fire

SAM exp lO re-s .IBM

Wb:}_' didn't

· I up and grin girlishly, wishing him Luck?
I remembered sitting in suburbia at 16, watching black and
white flicke_ring shapes screaming and falling in Lincoln Park
that summei ·o{ '68. My mouth was hanging open. I cried, just
like I did in the,\gradeschool washroom when Kennedy died,
by Pauline Philipps
though everyone I kp.ew was for Goldwater. Now, I marvel at our
On Thursday, February 13,
naivete, - when we' talked about Daley's Pigs, we sounded like · the Society for the AdvanceIsadora Duncan when, she saw the murdered hordes before the ment of Management .(SAM)
Winter Palace ... who ,had led us to think it could be any other welcomed Roger A. Patterson,
way?
•
a Systems Engineer Manager
(The firs t time I saw any mention of the Haymarket Riot was
in an Internatio,:ial Workers of the World pamphlet. But that was for the IBM corporation. The
long time ago - girls were still observers and non-whites newly formed society invited
nonexistant in text books. I loved a Chicago and a Humanity I
Patterson to speak oflBM and
didn't know, like a fairy-tale prince in love with a (Public th e corporate image.
Relations) portrait . . .
Patterson began by explainThen I remembered Dan Walker. All my friends had worked for ing the difference between
him after his famous hike. They were so proud and happy on success and failure of a large
Inauguration Nght. Now, when some tactless stranger chortles corporation. Four questions
about it, they look like Peter Pan when Captain Hook bit him in a must be asked : first how well
duel . . .
does the organization bring
Politicians. I remember the day Nixon vetoed Day Care out the energies and talents of
because it would "preak up the nuclear family." And the speech its people; secondly, what doesJesse Jackson made exhorting blacks to stop using birth control. ·. it do to help those people find
Politicians.
a c~mmon cause; third, how
There was a time I was up on who ran for what, and why. I does it keep the employment in
thought politicians (or statesmen, if you will) were like God the · right direction despite
running galaxies and yet knowing every sparrow that falls. Then irn;lividual rivalry; and last
there was a time when my best friend and . I wanted to ge to how can it sustain common
Woodstock and San Francisco, to watch bombers turn into cause in a sense of direction
butterflies and wear flowers . By the time I graduated she was out through the changes which
.East having a baby and Berkeley was old-faced kids nodding off take place from one generation
on heroin. I learned to type.
to another.
I knew two minister's sons and both were pro-Vietnam
The man who led IBM to its
involvement. When I asked them how they squared it with their
faith, they explained carefully that "You have to separate them present success was T . J.
and keep it straight in your mind." Okay, sez I.
Watson, by setting up the
Germaine Greer says that strategies and status are fou nd ational beliefs of the
male-inspirecl horrors. Who ever heard of Another Father for company ·back in 1914. These
Peace? They're out there, but in hiding, and Ms. Greer is not an beliefs helped IBM achieve the
American .citizen .. . is it a weakness or a strength to see image it has earned today.
fricasseed children as children, not as "Body count"? The Included in Watson's beliefs is
Kennedys deserve a Brownie point for putting their money where the respect IBM has for the
their mouths were, but Joe Kennedy (of South American individuals who work for them.
coolie-labor fame) was just another Robber Baron. It's easy to be Patterson stated that "IBM is
liberal when your kids are all in private schools. And Nixon, the largest company in ·the
raging in his jealous cloth coat, nose pressed against the U.S. with no union." Unlike
candyshop window where the Rich Kids hung out . . .
most large corporations, IBM
. The Reader speaks well of Jose (Cha Cha) Jiminez, but no has never laid off workers
endorsement for alderman. A Chicano is needed, they say, since its beginning in 1914.
perhaps this one, perhaps not. They too, are waiting, for the They reeducate or cross train
perfect mythical Chicano, above reproach, to set the world aright the employees with an "open
along with the stainless black, Polish, Irish, etc. door" policy. This allows an
representatives of duh p~pul - one who won't become another employee to avoid going
Kerner or Nixon. (Posh hotel and hacienda-prisons are hard to through channels to relay a
find.)
grievance to the upper manDon't let me discourage you. I'll vote - hope springs eternal, agement at any time he
and all that. But will we all hold hands as on a UNICEF card wishes.
'while the Messiah alights on the "Peace on Earth" sign over the . The next belief Patterson
Merchandise Mart? Yeah, when my phone bill goes down and Pan said was that IBM "will do
am loses its subsidy.
everything to provide the best
service in the world" continu-
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ing the emphasis of this point
by saying "not the / country,
not in our business, not better
than any of our competitors,
not as good as anyone else but
the best in the world! " Patterson spoke of IBM services and
products costing more but the
" buyer will know that he is ·
getting the best. That is what
IBM strives for.
The final belief which has
followed through the years is
" Every task must be accomplished in a superior fashion. "
These three basic beliefs are
still
pursued,
continuing
IBM's success.
Constant Change · is necessary for success. There's always a need for new products,
new marketing areas, or better
applications to apply to present products. Part of the
result which has caused the
change in IBM comes from
Watson's philosophy "Its always better to do something
wrong _rather to do nothing at
all" The reasoning behind this
is that discoveries aren't made
unless there is some risk
involved.
One
of
the
questions
brought up, was that of IBM 's
white shirt and black tie image. Patterson easily explained this is a falacy seen by Chicagoans. It is the sales and service worker who are out to impress the customer whom they
must relate to. The salesman
must approach the president of
a company or _m ajor business
executives. The salesman is
expected to wear what the
customer wears. He must sell
himself first and become lik_able to the business executive.
The employees behind the
salesmen who work in plants
doing , lab research are known
to dress more casually. Or as
Patterson noted a random
group of UNI students could
look just like typical scientists

working in an IBM lab.
Patterson was asked what
qualities personnel looked for
when hiring for a sales or
marketing position, specifically. Replying that one of the
main qualifications needed was
confidence and pride, to be
able to keep going, after a
customer says no. He said
they look for energetic people,
those who are involved in
sports and athletics quality;
leadership ; particular types of
previous employment or work
experience; and achievements
such as . grades along with
significant involvements.
The topic of equal opportunities was brought up at the
close of the meeting. Patterson
mentioned that in 1974, 35% of
IBM employees .were women
and 24.9% were of a minority
group. Equal opportunity is
one of the more recent policies
at IBM .

_Snea.k y

Pete's
5053 N. Lincoln

Beer Time

25~
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New studies program

announcemen-t s. Women's needs e~plo;red
CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY officials have mailed out
a survey to every student to find out their transportational needs.
If you have not as yet received one, or if you have any questions,
please contact the Student Senate office E-2058S at ext. 455 or
University Communications, C-410, ext. 221.

by Diane Dockery
" Servicing women, responding to their needs" is t he goal
of the Women's Studies
Program, said Dr. Jean Gillies,
coordinator of the Program.

requirements." However, contributions from all students
are encouraged. The deadline
for current submissions is
March 1st.
Both the book and the
journal offer a great deal of
original student research. A
subscription to the journal and
a copy of the Anthology are
available for $3.50 through the
office of the Women's Studies
Program, C-524, extension 423.
The office also has information on scholarships for women
and on subjects such as
abortion and rape.
Information on formulating
a major or minor in Women's
Studies is also availlable in
C-524.
A questionaire mailed out to
all women students this fall
received over 800 response, Dr.
Gillies said. She feels this
indicates a strong interest in
the need for women's programs. The results of the
questionaire are expected to be
available soon .
This weekend, Dr. Gillies
will convene with invited
faculty and administrators
from Chicago area colleges and
universities to discuss directions in programs for women.
Roos·e velt, Mundelein, Chicago
Circle, Northwestern, Loyola,
and Oakton Community College will be .among those
represented at the conference.

selection of papers submitted
in courses offered by Women's
Studies at Northeastern Illinois University," deals with
the following topics: Ethnic
Women and the Movement,

THE UNI VETERAN'S · CLUB . will be open Saturdays,
starting on February 22. The clubhouse is located at 4221 W.
Irving Park and is .open Thursdays through Sundays for the
convenience of the students an veterans of UNI. Business
meetings take place on the first and third Thursday of every
month. Doors open at 7:30 every night.

THE STUDENT SENATE announces that it's next meeting
will be on Monday, February 24 at 7:00 pm in room ·0-006. See
your student government in action. The Student Government
would also like to announce any interested students of a vacany
in the Parking Appeals Board. If interested, contact E-205S or
call ext. 455, the Student Government Office.

STUDENT SENATE ELECTIONS will be held on February
· 25 and 26 from 8:00 am to 7:00 pm outside the North Dining
Hall. All UNI students are urged to take part in their Student
Government ·a nd vote!
A CLASSICAL GUITAR RECITAL will _be held on
Wednesday, February 26 at 8:00 pm in the Recital Hall, A-131.
The ·recital will be given by Student of Classical Guitar. Everyone
is welcome.
"WHO'S MINDING TH~ CHILDREN" will be the topic of.a
. Round Table discussion on child and -infant care, on February 26
in the B-lounge from 1-3 pm·. Guest speakers from different areas
of child care will speak on this highly important subject. Everyone
is welcome to attend this discussion and bring their questions
pertaining to child and infant care.
·
THE SUBURBAN COMMUNITIES TEACHER EDUCATION
CENTER [SCTEC] will hold a meeting on Tuesday, February 25
.at 1:00 pm in 1-002. All interested people are welcome.

A CO-RAP GROUP is forming for men and women to discuss
feminism and related subjects. Personal and interpersonal
concerns and discussions of writings will be considered. A
meeting will be held on Thursday, · February 21 in C-524 at 4: 00
pm. Everyone is welcome. .
WZRD WANTS YOU! If your interested in working with
UNl's student radio station, there are now openings on the staff.
Needed are·news writers, people to help with the music staff a nd
Public Affairs Department. If you are willing to get a FCC
license, WZRD may have an "air" position for you. Please leave
your name, phone number and schedule on the bulletin board in
room E-47.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE to meet other students in a friendly,
· relaxed atmosphere, the Catholic Stude~t Center is starting ·a .
Coffee Hour Get Together on Thursdays during Activity Hour.
The Center, located at 5450 Kimball is open to all st udents.
THE UNI FOLK CLUB will perform this Sunday in the
AUDITORIUM at 12:00. Everyone is invited.

THE EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS DEPARTMENT is
offering a "refresher workshop" for students and in-service people
who plan to take the National Teachers Examination. The exam
is scheduled for April 5, and the workshops will be offered on
Tuesday, March 4, and Thursday, March 13, at 4: 00 P .M . in
Room S-102 or the Science Building.
ART ASSEMBLAGE is sponsoring life drawi_n g workshops,
every Thursday from 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm in B-127. The life
drawing workshops are open to all interested people and are free
of charge. Models are supplied. Art assemblage is also sponsoring
ceramic workshops every Thursday, from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm in
B-121. The ceramic workshop is open to art majors only and clay
is available.

Dr. Jean Gilles, Coordinator of the Women's Studies Program
[left] and Rose Levinson, Assistant to the Women's Studies
. Program, during a recent coffee hour. [Photo by Peg Gorman]

To accomplish this, UNI
offers
Women's
Studies
courses, informal seminars and
rap groups, and a Women's
Studies club, "genesis", to all
interested students - women
and men.
Women's Studies is an
experimental, interdisciplinary·
program at UNI. Only two
years old, the program is one
of the first- of its kind ever
offered on a college campus.
Eleven d_epartments offer
· Women's Studies courses .
These include the Anthropology, Art, English, History,
Linguistics , Phil os ophy ,
Physical Education, Political
Science, Psycholog-y, Sociology, and Speech and Performing Arts departments. I
Check t he course schedules
for current listings. Courses
are cross-listed under bot h the
department name and in the
back of the schedule under
"Women's Studies Program. "
Rose Levinson, Assistant to
the Women 's Studies Program
coordinator, conducts informal
rap groups and seminars open
to all interested students. The
purpose is to discuss what
programs should be inovated,
and to get together in a: _small
group at_m osphere not always
available elsewhere at school.
Meetings are held every
Tuesday at 1: 00 p.m. in S-235.
On the first Tuesday of each
month, an informal coffee hour
is also sponsored at 1:00 p .m.
in the A-lounge. Again, suggestions and comments on
Women's programs are invited.
"Genesis", the Women ' s
Studies club, sponsors workshops and recruits speakers on
topics relevant to women. The
club meets at 3:00 p.m. on
Tuesdays in Dr. Gillies' office,
C-524 (in the •·' Beehive "
building)
The Women 's Anthology
and a semi-annual. journal are
published through the program.
The book, described as "a

Women and the Media,
Women and Psychology, W omen and Sexuality, Women
and Socialization, Working
Women, Women and Politics,
and Miscellaneous Perspectives .
The journal consists of more
"outstanding papers originally
submitted to fulfill course

***½

-Roger Ebert, Chicago Sun-Times
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Of A.M. Chicago

·Sandi Freeman1 off camera
by Jean lkezoe
It was like being in a
Channel 7 E y~witness News
commercial. Bill Frink walked
around smiling at the ~it aff
members , Virgil Carter chatted with a receptionist, and
Nancy Becker peeked t hrough
a production room door as
other newscasters walked by.
Down in t he WLS cafeteria
area J ohn Coleman, puffing on
a cigarette, waved his arm s
around while dining wit h a
man and woman.
Sandi F reeman came hurry ing t hrough a side door in to
t he reception room at W LSTV. Off camera, the co-host of
the new A.M. Chicago show is
as bright ancr frif:lndly as she
appears on camera. The former
hostess of "Kennedy & Co."
spoke on a variety of subjects
ranging from her personal
aspirations to working on
television and the media
during a recent interview.
Originally from St. Louis,
Freeman started her professioal career as a singer and later
moved on to commercials for
radio and television. The
attractive oc-host is married to
John Ivacek, a WLS-TV
videotape engineer, and has a
six year 0ld son named Jay.
In describing herself, Free-

Sandi Freeman
man said, "I 'm an ambitious
person and yet I'm not .
Number one, I'm a wife and
homemaker."
In this age of Women's
Liberation, Freeman said that
being a woman in television
had no advantages, "I've
never-found any advantages. I
think more women are getting
jobs but I don't" think there is
an advantage. There are still

more men employed in all of
the areas. I think this is
understandable. Women are
just starting to come into this
field. I think it's going to be
ten years before it's equal."
She also added, "I hate to
see people get hired because
they're anything other than
just an individual person
judged on merit and individualy, not on their sex or if they

service every day of the week "
happen to have blue eyes or
brown eyes. I t hink that's · in t he form qf news and
entertainment.
terrible, but~I don't think t here
During her first · year a t
have been any advantages to
WLS-TV Freeman was hired
being a woman. "
to fill a certain image the
As of this interview, t he
station wanted. I n her, t hey .
ratings for the new A .M.
were looking for a bright and
Chicago show had not come
perky co-hose for t heir 7:00am ,
out . " Kennedy & Co." she
show and selected her clot hes
proudly pointed ou t " beat t he
and hairstyle for her. Now, t wo .
Today Show consista n tly ."
years later , Sandi Freeman is
She described t he format of
being more of her own person .
her new show with Steve
Edwards, by saying, " The · Wearing what she selects from .
Chas. A. Stevens and fixing
atmosphere is a lot more
her hair t he way she wants to,
relaxed. I have to do a lot of
Sandi has come a long way
reading. The intense researcn I
fro m her first " Kennedy &
found myself doing before
Co." program.
(about guests) isn't necesIn t he fu ture Sandi F reeman
sary." While t he " Kennedy &
says she would like to do "a
Co." program stressed "inforplay or musical" along with
mation and entertainment in
commercials she is presently
its early time slot, the later
making, and eventually have a
A.m. Chicago show stresses
program of her own. As for
"entertainment and informaright now she sees " no
tion," according to Freeman.
immediate changes" in what
The new program has only one
she's doing, because she's
news break during its one and
enjoying her work. She notes
a half hour air time, whereas
the A.M. Chicago has "a
the old program contained
different structure every day.
three.
We're still in our infant
In speaking about the fact
stages. " With her talent and
that their talk show competes
competence, Sandi Freeman is
with a number of game shows
sure to help A.M. Chicago
on other channels, Freeman
grow.
stated that A.•M. Chicago is
the only show in tpwn giving a

W ritin~ courses

Freshmen may face new requirements
by Robert J. Kosinski
The English Department of
Northeastern has proposed a
plan for the reinstatement of
course requirements in fundamental writing instruction for
incoming freshmen. The proposal is reportedly in response
to Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences, Randolf Hudson 's contention that there is
"widespread campus sentiment to the effect that English
language skills are not being
adequately taught at Northeastern. ' '
Ely Liebow, English Department chairman, admits the
deficieRcies in the present
system and claims "nin_ety per
cent of the students at

Northeastern do not know how
to write." He says students
who are most in need of
instruction in writing skills
seldom register for t he courses
in anticipation of problems in
t hose academic areas.
Tom Lasser , president of t he
Student Senate, sees another
aspect to the English Department proposal, however. He
says the move seems to be an
attempt by the department to
increase the "course production load." In order to increase
their bargaining power within
the College of Arts and
Sciences. He also sees the
danger of a trend being set in
the College for other departm en ts to initiate required

courses on the basic level.
Liebow says the writing,
course requirements are an
important factor for all of t he
departments in t he university.
According to him, ins~ructors
from other departments are
constantly coming to him
complaining t hat their students have problems in even
the simplest of writing tasks.
Liebow also points out that
such a plan is not a unique
. idea for a university. He says
that Northeastern is the only ·
one of the member schools of
the Board of Governors ·
(Eastern, Western, Chicago
State, Governor's State) which
does not presently have such a
program.

Avenue to health
.

,

'Biofeedback' offers ·help
by Mary· Robandt
Last Thursday night, two
former UNI students entertained the audiences of John
Coleman ' s Midnight show.
Donald Kepner and Peter
Rocceforte, bot h Ph.D.'s from
I.LT., earned their undergraduate degrees in . Psychology at Northeastern. Both
men are now teaching phy siological, psychology and resear ch sta t is tics a t UNI
part-time.
" Biofeedb ack " wa s t h eir
topic on Coleman's show. This
is an encouraging new field in
which Kepner and his colleague are experts. Biofeedback, they explained, is a
method of putting mind over

matter; of tuning in to the
body 's responses and controlling them mentally. They
demonstrated how one can do
this by picking up electrical
' cues from one's body which are
processed through a machine
similar to a polygraph (lie
detector) .
Kepner explained that " psychosomatic" illnesses are real
physical problems, but have
their origin in mental stress
ra t her t han in external causes.
These illnesses, from tension
head aches t o high blood
pressure and heart attack, can
be controlled through biofeedback. 1'here is aiso research
being done on the use of
biofeedback to help disabled

people coordinate their movements.
Coleman . asked why this
concept . was not developed
before the 1960 ' s . Kepner
replied that, while earlier, man
was in a state of tension for
short periods only, in preparation for " fight or flight,"
today, stress and tension is
chronic, and maladaptive.
While a few Eastern mystic
disciplines practice control of
involunt ary respon ses, t h e
general feeling, especially in
t he West , is t hat S!lch control
is impossible. Kepner says
that biofeedback challenges
this idea, and sees biofeedback
as a viable . alternative to
pill-popping for relief from
nervous tension illnesses.

The courses themselves,
Writing I (14-101 ) and II
(14-102) will be concerned
primarily with teaching student s basix English usage,
such as grammar, punctuation,
spelling, diction and sentence
structure in Writing I and
paragraph and essay composition in Writing II.
Incoming freshmen will be
tested and screened to decide
whether or not they should be
allowed to place directly into
the Writing II course. " Special
problem" students who may

require additional assistance
will be referred to the special
reading and writing workshops
tha t a r e offered by the
university. Liebow says t his
should allay suspicions t hat
t he new proposal is an act by
English Department members
to "squeeze out" Harry Hild
by minimizing the importance
of the English Writing Workshop which he conducts. Hild
was retained by the university
last term after t he English
Department voted not to
renew his contract after this
August.

EUROPE
BOUND
IN '15?
Last year over 200,000 students summered in Europe. And the ,
travelwise flew on charters because it costs about. Haff I This
year a 3-6 week ticket to .Lo~on is $512.; 2-3 weeker $597.
And it's $767. For over six weeks from New York. (That's
what the airlines say now. Last year there were two unforcast
increases I)
·
Not only do you fly with us at half, but you can just about
have your choice of dates for 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 week duration
during the summer. And all you have to do to qualify is
reserve your seat now by sending $100, deposit, plus $10.
registration · fee. )-l nder recently new U.15. Government
. regulation, we must su_bmit all flight participants names and
full payment sixty days before each flight. If you take the
June 21 - August 19 flight to London for example, deposit
reserves your seat and April 15 you send the $199. balance.
Just one price for all flights whether you pick a weekend
. departure . ($15. extra on the regular fare airlines) or peak
season surcharge date.
So ·send for our complete schedule, or to be sure of your
reservation now, mail your deposit for one of our 3 to 5
weekly departures from J une through September. Just
specify the week you want to travel and for how long. You
will receive your exact date confirmation and receipt by return
mail. A ll our flights are via f ully certificated, U.S. Government ·
standard jet and all first class service. From London there are
many student flights to all parts of the Continent, frequent
departures and many at off the regular .fare. '
REPUBLIC AIR SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL
663 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York .10022
(800) 223-5389 (TOLL FREE) ·

Charter flying is the biggest bargain in air travel today
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Who's minding the children?
by Jean Ikezoe
Caron pointed out that t here
Today, when t here ·are more is " a serious day care crises -in
cases in which parents are America and in Chicago. " I n
divorced, single or both
1970 there wer e 100,000
p a r ents are working, - the pre-school age children in t his
question of child care becomes country being cared for ou tside
a vital issue. On Wednesday,
of licensed child care facilities.
February 26, a Round Table Caron stated this is " like
d iscu ssion en titled " Who ' s
taking a chance with 100,000
Minding t he Children' ' will children because we are unable
present the current plight of to assess the type of sit uation
infant and child care to UNI they're in."
students.
She continued by saying,
The Round Table discussion , "We feel that there is a greater
spon sored b y Community need for child care at UNI. I
Services and the PIE , Single think it's fantastic that we do
Mot herhood Seminar, will be have day care but at this day
held from 1 to 3 pm in the and age we need more." She
B-lounge. Guest speakers from stressed the fact that UNI has
various child care sen::ices will a very good day_care program,
be on hand to present the however, costs often hurt a
different aspects of child care. student's financial situation.
J osiann Caron, one of the One of Caron's · students has
instructors of the PIE seminar two children, one who stays at
on "Single Motherhood," ex- the UNI Day Care Center at
plained that this discussion is the cost of $80 per month. "To
part of her class program. In . a student's budget, that's
the past few weeks there have quite a bit of money," Caron
been speakers on abortion, said.
fatherhood after divorce, the
At the present time only 24
pregnant teen-ager and ma- children can be accomodated
ternity homes, and adoption. at UNI's Day Care Center.
With the discussion on child "There is, "Caron stated," a
and infant care. Caron hopes problem in the sense of size
the "each individual coming to and financing. " The Round
the Round Table discussion Table discussion will include a
will have a better idea of the talk on the UNI Day Care
problems of day care centers in Center.
Chicago."
" The _purpose of the Round
, ll ·

'Two bands are
better than one
by Jean lkezoe
and Robin Trilling
"It' s . rather unusual for
college bands to get together.
In fact, it's practically unheard
of," remarked Dr. Gangware,
director of Northeastern's Concert Band. But on February
10, 1975 the UNI Concert
Band and the N oi,th Park
Band performed in a joint
concert held in the University
Auditorium at 8 :00 p.m. Last
year the two bands played at
North Park College.
The concert began with two
selections by the North Park
College Band, followed by the
North~astern · Concert Band,
· and then the two bands combined to end the evenings
program, after having played
together for the first time that
night at 7:15 p.m. North Park
started out under the direction
of Mr. Stuart Uggen. The
piece, Fantasy on Ameri~an
Sailing Songs, was fairly well
played and rather smooth,
with a squeak or two, understandably though, since half a
dozen music majors in the

Efficient Readirig _
Gets Better Grades
Improving Comprehension
is our specialty

'Ii
I

Center for Effective
Communication

ll0 S. Dearborn
263-1980
State apprnved

Table is so that students can
get familiar wit h t he problems
of day care centers," Caron
went on. " A very important
factor is t hat you free the mind
of t he parent. " She stated that
since parents worry a great
deal about the care that their
child is receiving often the
parents "potential goes down"
at work or school.
The speakers who will
appear next Wednesday are
Murrell Syler, Administrative
Assistant to the Mayor; Carol
Heideman of the Illinois
. Department of Children and
Family Services ; Janet Hartly,
Vice-president of the Day Care
Crisis Council; Sister Andrea,
an Administrator from St.
Vincent De Paul Center and
two other guest speakers.
"I really hope students,
especially students with children , will come and have
questions ready, " Caron said.
"In the long run I think it can
benefit everyone."

1

(From Print Wire Services) A
measure of the nation's woes is the
sluggish condition of the National
·_Portable ·· Sanitation Association,
which represents some 173 manufacturers of portable toilets - the
kind you see around construction
sites. According to Larry Miller,
t he association's director in
Washington, the nationwide market for portable outhouses was
down 30 to ·40 percent last year,
due to constipation in the building
industry.

band were playing secondary
instruments, that is, instruments they had been using for
only two weeks in place of
their
regular instruments.
Their second piece, Hebrides
by Ron Affolter
Suite, was directed by a
On April 28th of last year
student conductor, Dennis Anthe Earth Science Club, led by
derson. He did a commendable
Dr. Sood, departed on a week's
job and the song came off with
field trip to the Smoky
few flaws. The UNI Band
Mountains. The purpose of
presented a strong and versathis trip was two-fold: to
tile program. Among the outprovide a break between
standing selections was the
winter and spring trimesters,
second number, Concertante
and to acquaint UNI stufor Percussion And Band. This
dents with the geology of the
· features the percussion section
southern Appalachians.
at it's best, backed by the
During this trip, _the stuforcefulness of the horns to
dents were able to collect a
create a total and dynamic
variety of rocks and minerals
sound. Joseph Lill, Timothy
and they also were able to visit
Theis, and Alan Hollander
an emerald mine that was once
were superb µs the featured · worked by Tiffany's. The
soloists in Three Trumpeters.
collecting was not always easy,
. The two college bands were
but a little work was well
good separately but_ together
worth it as good specimens of
they were great. Each director
garnets, tourmaline, emeralds,
conducted the combined band
and opals were collected by
in one selection. Both bands
most of the students ..
and directors should be apThe Smoky Mountain trip
plauded for the magnificent
was just one of many field
job they did, especially after
trips which were taken by the
having met for the first time
UNI Earth Science Club
that evening. Mr. Uggen anduring the 1974 school year.
nounced to the audience, "I've
During the past year, major
thoroughly enjoyed working
trips were made to Pittsfield,
with the Northeastern band.
Illinois to collect · geo.des
They are outstanding not orily
(which can be seen in several
as people but as musicians as
display cases around t he Earth
well." Dr. Gangware thanked
Science .Depart ment ) and to
everyone repeatedly for comRensselaer, Indiana to explore
ing out on such a terrible . for pyrite (known to many as
evening. Thank you, Dr. Gang"fools gold" ). Also, during
ware and Mr. U ggen, it was
October, members of the Earth
· our pleasure.
Science Club attended a

Geology _trip
planned

Security office Jack Holt and Bill Speller of Black Caucas inspect
the damage done to a hallway carrel by an ·arsonist, Feb. 13 at
6:45 p.m. The carrel was engulfed in smoke from a small flame. A
message alleging favoritism to minorities was scrawled on the
desk top and officials assume !his to be the motive for the arson.
[Photo by Paul Manda]

The following information will be of interest to any p·rospective
graduates in education, as well as any past graduates. The focus
of this recruitment, however, is primarily for minority teachers.
The Northeastern Illinois Univer_sity Career Services Office is
acting as the Chicago area recruitment center for the Colorado
Spring ·Public Schools on Monday and Tuesday, March 10th and
llth, 1975. Colorado Springs Public Schools is most anxious to
implement its Affirmative Action Program by hiring minority
candidates.
Interested candidates should contact the Career Services
Office, Room B-117, 583-4050, Extension 350, to make an
appointment for an interview. Past graduates should see that
t heir credential files are up-to-date. Current student teachers
should have their portions of their credential file submitted to the
Career Services Office no later than Monday, •March 3, 1975.
All candidates should request that the Registrar's Office send a
copy of their transcripts to the Career Services office by this
, March 3 date as welL
·
Failure to submit the required material by the above date (i.e.,
March 3), will result in the applicant' s interview being
cancelled and an alternate candidate being schedul~ in his/ her
place.
Applicants should notify the Career Services Office immediately if they are unable to keep their appointments for any reason.

three-day Tri-State Field Conference in Eau Claire, Wisconsin where each participant had
the choice of going on one of
three different field trips
revealing Eau Claire's fascinating geology.
•
Peabody Coal Company;
Morris, Illinois; Baraboo,
Wisconsin; Palos Hills ; 'and
many other places were also
visited during the school year.
The main purpose of all these ·
trips was to educate, but they
also provided an opportunity
. to enjoy the outdoors as many
· trips involved overnight camping.
The Earth Science Club is

now in the process of planning
trips for the winter _term and
spring . and summer breaks . .
Various places, such as
southern Canada, Black Hills
of South Dakota, the western
United States and possibly a
trip to the diamond fields of
Arkansas are all in the
planning. Meetings are held on
. Thursdays at 1:00 in S-120
and new members are always
welcome.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __.__ _ _ __,

Need Help?
Alternatives
To Abortion

·Thousands .of Topics
$2. 75 _per page
Send for your up.to-date, 160-paee.
mail orclef catalog. Enclose $1.(10
to cover postaee· (delivery time isl to 2 days).
'

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE; INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE-#2
LOS ANGELE$. CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-54~3
. Our rttearell 1111ter111 is sold for

researcll assistance only.

233-0305
or 5 83-6109
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Body Talk
by Janice Kulp
WHAT IF YOU
. TAKE THE PILL

CAN'T

You finally got your nerve
up to visit a doctor to get birth
control pills,- and he (or she)
calmly . t~lls you t hat you
shouldn't take them. Now
what ? What else is t here
besides t he Pill that's as
effective? Is anything else
safe?
Before you resign yourself to
abstinence or relying on good
luck, read on. There are ot her
m ethods of birth control
besides t he Pill that work, and
work well. For instance:
A Diaphragm: A diaphragm
is a small rubber cup stretched
over a metal rim which is
inserted into the vagina before
intercouse. To get the correct
size, a diaphragm is fitted by a
doctor, who inserts rubber
fitting rings of various sizes
until the correct size is
determined. After practice in
putting the diaphragm in and
taking it out , you're ready. A
diaphragm . should fit s~ugly
when in place correctly and
won't fall out.
The diaphragm should be
inserted no more than one hour
before sex and must be used
with a sperm-killing cream or
•jelly. The . cr~am or jelly is
placed around the edges and
inside the . diaphragm. After"
sex, it must stay in place ·for at
least 8 hours, since sperm
remain alive in the vagina for
• that length of time.

The advantage of a diaphragm is its lack of side
effects. It also only needs to be
used when its needed, which is
good for women not involved
• with someone steadily. Diaphragms can be very effec~ve
(80-95% ) when used diligently,
which means using it every
time you have sex, not just
during the "unsafe" times. If
the diaphragm doesn't appeal
to you, how about an IUD.

IUD (l~tra Uterine DEvice)
is a small piece of plastic
placed in the uterus 'by a
doctor. Once inserted, it can
remain there for 2-3 years or
longer , if checked yearly
during the rou tine gyn, exam.
A plastic string which is
attached to the IUD hangs .
into t he vagina. This string
should be checked regularly by
the IUD user :to make sure t he
IUD is still in place.

Doctors aren't sure exactly
how the IUD prevents pregnancy, but they have several
theories. One states that the
IUD causes the fertilized egg
to move into the uterus too
quickly, before it has matured
sufficiently · to attach to the
wall of t he uterus. Another
theory states the IUD affects
the uterine lining and makes it
impossible for the fertilized
egg to attach. A more recent
theory says the IUD attracts
white blood cells which devour
the egg and possibly the sperm
as well.

Student confronts Professor as Barbara Gaines and Robert Swan take part in a scene from "The
Lesson," now playing at the Orphan's Pub.

The Lesson

Ionesco teaches orphans

· t 1m.
·
She
the Stage fa 11 v1c
willingly contorts her features
· t o an a b sur d canca
• t ure o f
Orphan's Pub is featuring
m
the agonies of a toot hache,
the most chilling drama in
then skillfully shifts to register
town.
The
Lesson,
by
Ionesco,
Newer rUDs are made of
the horror of . t he , Student's
is
powerful
in
this
intimate
both copper and plastic and
setting; which emphasizes the
grotesque fate.
are even more effective than
·
c rane, m
· t h e ro1e of
A viva
macabre
relationship
between
the conventional all-plastic
the
Maid,
embodies
the
the Professor and his Student.
IUDs. The newer IUDs are
.archetypal
spider
woman
in
au · .
Robert Swan's portrayal of
more easily tolerated by
the
Professor
captures
Ionesher
seductive,
clutching
hide. women who haven't been
ousness. As the Maid, she is
co's loathsome characterization
pregnant before.
of
the
scholar
whose
studies
cool
and sinister, moving
Some bleeding and cramping
have
distilled
Man
to
his
about
the Professor's study,
is common after an IUD is
placing everything Just So,
inserted, but after a few · essence: violence. He builds
before admitting the Student.
months, the menstrual period his character slowly; from an
Through
carefully controlled
inept,
immature
man
attemptusually returns to its normal
entrances and exits, and a
pattern. IUDs are very effec- ing to impress a comely young
feline grace, she establishes
tive (95 to 99% ) and conveni- girl to a frothing maniac
the Maid as a lurking
ranting
absurdly
about
the
ent because they require no
significant
dtfferences
of
na•
presence.
At the climactic
planning or hassle.
tional languages.
Barbara Gaines, as the
· IUDs are -sometimes painful
Student
prep8.ring for her
when inserted and sometimes
Doctorate,
exemplifies youth
fall our during the first few
months, but for women willing prostrating itself on the altar
to put up with possible hassles of education. She bounces
in the first few months, the freshly_on stage and displays
all the naivete of one who has
IUD is worth it.
memorized the system rather
For more information, con- than learned the process. Ms.
tact the Midwest Family Gaines, as an actress, has
surpassed the ingenue synPlanning Assn. at 725-0200.
drome which most good-looking, poised young women of
by JC Wynn

OPEN FOR· LUNCH

1

!HIDDEN COVE
OPEN AT .11- am. ·daily

r-----------~---~-~-~

I' .

I
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Food no treat I
by Anna Maria Pezzetta
Soaring food prices, increasing world food shortages, and
mounting evidence of the
dangerous health effects of the
overly processed and refined
American diet indicate that, if
left to its own devices, the
Federal Government will not
take the steps necessary to
develop a responsib}e food
policy.
This job requires a national
organizing effort . . The non- .1
profit Center for Science in t he
Public I nterest , in conjunction
with dozens of other groups
and individuals, is building a
movement to take on this task,
a movement that will blossom

moment, she swoops down as
the all-forgiving mother, to
enfold her victim in the web
they have woven.
Mike Nussbaum directs this ·
piercing insigh t into t h e
human condition. This is his
debut as a director ; and he has
chosen well in selecting
Orphan 's and The Lesson.
· Emotionaliy charged one-acts
hit harder in small, intimate
houses. Mr. Nussbaum uses
this fact to force an awareness
on t he ·audience of . the
capriciousness of language and
au t lrority.
T he Lesson is top quality
th ea t re offered to us at
Orphan's as an alternative to
the big houses downtown.

I.

on Food Day. This national to do the same. Contact local
day of action on the food crisis consumer, environmental, and
Pub lic Int eres t Research
is set for April 17, 1975.
As a first step in accom- Group s to inquire abou t
plishing this task, we urge possible community activities.
If you are interested in
students and faculty to
investigate what can be done . organizing Food Day teach-ins
at the campus, by setting up or other activities, contact the
joint committees and creating . national Food Day offices at
a campus-community garden .1785 Massachusetts A venue
or food coop, initiating major NW, room 206, Washington ,
changes in university food- D. C. 20036 (202-462-8501),
buying policies, or planning Kathy Kelly, President Namassive teach-ins for April 17. t iona l Student Associa tion,
Get involved by: writing William Sloane Coffin, ChapP resident · F ord and request lain, Yale University, Frances 1
him to make additional food Moore Lappe, aut hor of Diet
aid available to needy nations, fo r a . Small Planet , and
and u-r ge t h e university Michael F. Jacobson Food Day ·
president and student senate m nrdinator.

I. .

1

COUPON

:

FREE - · l Pitcher beer with med, pizza

I

FREE - .2 Pitchers beer with lge. pizza

.I

SO¢ OFF .- any 1uncheon order

.

.

,

I
I
. - . ..II
_

~-----~-------~---Movie Nite, Sunday 10:30 pm, Ladies Nite, Tuesday & Thursday, Unescorted Females,
a Drink.

Se

tOUNGE-PUB

338 N.Lincoln Ave.

784-9638
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Hewlett-Packard introduces

a smaller uncompromising·. "' .

1I

calculator: the HP~21Scientific.

$125.oo:

Now $125.00 buys:

More power than our HP-35. 32 pre-programmed functions and operations vs. 22 for
our HP-35. The HP-21 performs all log and
trig functions, the latter in radians or degrees.
It's our only calculator short of the HP-45 that
lets you:
• convert polar to recta~gular coordinates, and
back again (➔ P,. ➔R) ;
• do full register arithmetic (M +, M-, M X,
M+);
.
• oalculate a common antilo g (10 X ) with a
single keystroke.
The HP-21 also perfo rms all basic data
manipulations (1/x, yx, Vx, ir) and executes
all pre-programmed function s in one second or
less. In sum, it's designed to solve tomorrow's
problems as well as today's.

Smailer size. 6 ounces vs. 9 ounces for our
HP-35.

-

Full display formatting. The display key (DSP)
lets yo u ch oose between fix ed de ci mal and
scientific notation and lets you control the num-

ber of places displayed. (The HP-21 always
uses all 10 digits internally.)
If a number · is too large or small for fixed
decimal display, the HP-21 switches automatically to scientific. • It never confuses a smaller
number with zero.
Finally, if you give the ·HP-21 an impossible
instruction, the Display spells.E-r-r-o-r.
RPN logic system. Here's what this unique
logic system means for you:
• You can evaluate any expression without
copying parentheses, worrying about hierarchies or re-structuring beforehand .
• You can solve all problems your way-the
way you now use when you use a slide rule.
• You solve all problems~ no matter how complex-one step at a time. _You never work
with more than two numbers at once.
• You see all intermediate answers imm~diately.
The HP-21 executes each functi on immediately after you press the function key.
• You can easily backtrack when you err. The
HP-21 perfo rms all operations sequentially.

• You can re-use numbers without re-entering
them. The HP-21 becomes your scratch pad.

H-P quality craftsmanship. One reason Nobel
Prize winners, astronauts, conquerors of Everest, America's Cup navigators and over 500,000
other professionals own H-P calculators.
Your bookstore will give you a demonstra,
tion today. Challenge our new HP-21 with
your problems. See for yourself how much performance $125.00* can buy. If your bookstore
doesn't have the HP-21 yet, '-call us at 800538-7922 (in Calif. 800-662-9862) for the
name of a dealer who does.

Sales and service from 172 offi ces in 65 countries .
Dept. 658, 193 10 Prunerid ge Avenue, Cupe rti no, CA 950 14
615/0'J

*Suggested retail price excluding ap plicable state and local taxesContinental U .S.A., ~laska & Hawaii.

"'
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'Galileo' presented by AFT
by Jeff Einbinder
"Galileo" is the second film
in a series being presented this
year by the American Film
Theatre. The AFT made a wise
decision when t hey chose Galileo to represent their second
season in existence.
The film traces the life of
Galileo Galilei from the time
he is appointed chairman of
the mathematics department
at t he University of Padua in
1592, and concludes with his
completion of the " Dialoghi
delle Nuover Scienze", his last
and most valuable work.
"Galileo" contains a number
of outstanding scenes including one in which Galileo
teaches his housekeeper's son,
Andrea, th; theory of the
earth revolving around the
sun. Galileo, uses such a
simplistic example that the
child understands with little or
no difficulty.
Another notable scene is
where Galileo, Andrea (now
grown up ), and Fulganzio, a
stude~t of Galileo's, experi-

ment with t he densities of
objects in relation to that of
water. They calcula te whether
an ice cube will float, and why,
and whether an iron nail will
float or sink.
Though the film is good on
an over all basis there are
some flaws in the film which I
feel must be mentioned in
order that the film be evalu-

ated fairly.
The film covers a long time
period t hus requiring the use
of a narration to tie up the
loose ends, but in my opinion
it fails to accomplish what it
set out to do. The director
chose three choir boys to sing
the narration but it proves to
be a wasted venture in that it
is incoherent and quite dis-

tracting to the audience, thus
taking away from the smooth
flow of the film , and leaving
t he loose ends untied. P erhaps
a different method of narration
would have been ·more effective.
Despite t he flaws of the film
· I feel it will educate as well as
entertain the general p ublic.
Topol, the Israeli actor,

gives a fine performance as
Galileo through the entire film
and to pick out any one scene
would be an impossible task.
One performance which I
feel just wasn't up to the
standards of the film was that
of Mary Larkin who· played
Virginia, the daughter of Galileo. In one scene Virginia
discovers that - her betrothed
has left -her, due to Galileo's
refusal not to start his forbidden experimen ts again, and
runs toward t he door fainting
in t he process. When she
fainted I was not convinced
that she had actually fain ted
but rather it looked fake.
Though this film has pitfalls, as does any film, I feel
that there is enough entertainment and historical fac t to tip
the balance in the movie's
fa vor.
" Galileo" will be presented
on February 24 & 25 at 2 p.m.
and again at 8 p.m. Check
newspaper for theater nearest
y ou or call Ra6-5300.

Playwright Pearson. ponders UNI
debut
-

,

by Tom Wolferman
Only Dan Pearson would
name a play "The Terror of
Kansas or :,he Possibly True
Saga of Nebraska Ralph : A
New Tale of the Old West."
No one else could get away
with it.
Pearson, a UNI senior who
devotes his interests to both
writing and acting, granted a
rat her slap-happy interview to
some choice PRINT reP.orters
last week. The occasion : After
involvement in 23 Nort heastern theatre productions,
Pearson has finally nabbed the
chance to see one of his own
pieces presented for t he Children 's Theatre Workshop here•
on campus. And displaying his
own distinctive humor, which
he describes as "composite of
my life experience - like a
PIE program or something."
Once I got the title down," he
smiles, " the script came easy."
And if Pearson's current play
is at all reflective of his verbal
humor, Chicago kiddies are in
for some hearty •insanity.
Directed by Durward Redd,
the play promises to be your
standard Wes tern (set in a .
"High Noon" town) only with
an unusual new twist. Nebraska Ralph, the villain, Pearson
explains, "wants to be one of
the world's toughest outlaws
- world renown - who gets .
in the books just like J esse
J ames, the Dalton Brothers,
and Billy The Kid. He wants
to be big. So he writes his own
publicity and sends it out to.
towns before he attacks them.
He gives them plenty of
notice." This unique innovation is merely another P earson
exception to t he Western
Cliche in t hat the local school
rriarm - Lorna - must work
in the town saloon becaUSE}

there are no children in t he
town to teach.
Pearson elaborates on t he
point that a plot developed for
a children' s script must overcome at least one barricade :
The child's tendency to become easily bored. As a result,
the play must be brisk enough
to swoop the child up into
becoming a part of the action.
Pearson recalls how irritating
a listless audience of kids can
be. " There's nothing more
unnerving ," he notes, "than. to
be out there doing your part,
when you hear t he programs
rattling like a bunch of hornets
ready to attack. And sometimes they do attack you."
(The kids, not the programs)
But hopefully, through what
Pearson describes as an overall
"lesson in moral hygiene," the
play will not submit to the
plague of rattling programs.
As far as characterization
goes , it is difficult to develop
any intricacies for a 50-minute
children's script. " T he characters have to be cl~ar enough to
be recognizable right off,"
P earson points out, "so the
kids can go 'Aha, there is the
villain . . . there is the hero . . .
there is t he I ndian ... What
t he cast does is improve upon
the basic character. "
When considering characters, it is kind of fun to assume
t hat Pearson could be any one
of his rolicking characters,
living ou t his fantasies. "I've
been accused, rightly or
wrongly," he confesses, "that
the play is ME." And the ME
that Pearson is, appears to be
an outrageous blend of on-thespot comments and quips
reflective of a Tonight Show
stand-up comic. Even so, if
Pearson was boxed into the
impossible situation of having

to choose between writing and
filled · with often deranged
acting, he hesitantly would
laughter, t he interview sobered
give up acting. "Everybody
up enough to reveal that
acts anyway," he says. " I ·
P earson's new play will offimean right now this interview
cially premiere on Wed. Feb.
is a n absurd play if I've ever
26th · in the UNI auditorium.
heard one.' '
Northeastern s tudents are
And as absurd as it may
more than welcome to attend
have been, with frequent interthe 10 A .M. Tuesday t hrough
rup tions · and ample pauses

.) \
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Playwrightpan Pearson. [Photo by Bob Trahan]

Thursday performances (10:30
on Fridays) after the. invited
grammar school audience has
been seated. Very often, vacan t seats can be found in t he
back rows of the auditorium.
Though Pearson explains that
the play is "basically preschool to 6th grade," college
students are admit ted because ·
"there's a correlation. It's not
going to be too much fo r .
t hem ," he comments.
After creating his very own
children 's script, a rewarding
climax to his college acting
and writing encounters, we
were curious to learn what
career goal P earson would
ultimately pursue. And his
reply: "I t hink bounty hunting. It's this inborn drive to
collect money and still shed
blood in an all-American way."
Only Dan P earson would
say that. No-other kiddie shoJV
purveyor could possibly get
away with it.

The Raven

Spook Spe e t aeular
THE RAVEN
THREE SORCERERS LIV I NG IN A PRIMITIVE
ERA , RµLED BY MAGI C, FEAR AND SUP ERSTI TION, ARE EACH· DETERM I NED TO PROVE
THAT HE JS THE GREATEST, IHET PI T
. THEI R POWERS AGAI NST EACH OTHER IN TH IS
MOST EXTRAORDINARY PICTURE , WHICH WILL
FASCINATE CHILDREN OF AL L AGES,
STARRING
VINCENT PR ICE
PETER ioRR E
BoR IS RiiRLOFF
SPOOK SPECTACULAR No, 11
FRANKEN STE IN MEETS THE WOLFMAN-AN _
EERIE THRILLER IN- WHI CH THE TWO FAMOUS
MONSTERS CLASH,
GUID ED MUSC LE (COLOR)- ROAS RUNNE R IS
I\T IT AGI\I N,
DOOM OF DRACULA- BORIS KAR LOFF BRINGSCOUNT DRACULA BACK TO LIFE,

. .
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Karen Kirst:
I don't know what you see in
that - in that - little insect. But
go ahead. Mess around with the
fruit. He'll fly- away after it's all
over. I'll still be here, still needing,
still wanting. .
Love William

Personals
W hy are
sleeping?

Robin

and

Pauline

Laura,
It's not how or why but when
and if to do our thing.
Wolf

_

_

_

__,!_

.
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Bugg House Square - (forutn-discussion), We of Bugg House are
· setting up a speaker-discussion
program. We would like your
input. Phiase sub, it to us people
you would like to hear and see. We
want their name, address, topic,
and fee by Friday, January 31 at
noon. Contact Lorraine Kruzel,
E-205N ; Carl Ellis, E-205 N, ext.
376 ; or Janice Dawson, E-223, ext.
375.

-

Carmelita Pope is a Pan-o-rama.

Anna,
You 're too beautiful for wordsYou've added hope to a _dying
flame.
I apprecia te it more t han you
knowThanks and love,
Your Bes test fan

Gang,
Though we never did get to t he
slopes, we'll let last Sat. nite slide.

Dear J uanita,
Thanks for everything . I hope
you will always be there when I
need you .
Love,
E .C.

The News Editor would also like
to formally announce that she is
tired of trying to type illegible
classifieds.

- - - -- -

Wa nted
Wanted : Military articles, uniform s, helmets, weapons, etc. Also
co~tumes and period clothing . Call
J ack , 588-5689.

---- -- --- - - - --

Dearest William,
If you leave me, you 'll go to
Bermuda wit h me. You love me!
Love,
Kim
To All Involved ;
T his• is my only personal this
week . I 'm too exhausted from the
t hrilliEg Friday and the model
Tuesday to even think. It's been
downhill since Saturday, especially

Tom , Robin , and P auline,
Captain America, Billyn and I
would just like to say tha t it was·
another memorable weekend.
Newsy Editor

----- ~--- -- - - --

---------

Brad : We really enjoyed our
" E GO" performance on WZRD
last Wednesday . T hanks for
playing our request.
The two from E vanston

Hungry for a cookie? A homemade
natural granola raisin cookie will
be given in exchange for a
cigarette a t the Sweet Shop.
Sponsored by J oe, the Baker for
the American Cancer Society.

And who is David taking out
tonight (that odd fellow )?

Sal,
Do you often wait around the ·
women ' s washrooms wearing
leather gloves? You are a lot of
fun, but keep your hands to
yourself.
Nora

'Guess who went to an X-rated
movie from the P rint Staff???

Phantom,
H ope all is well. Miss seeing
your smiling face.
As always

Snowstorm coming! Well, perhaps.
Perhaps not. Be weatherwise. Call
US-1-5555, free public service.
You'll hear an accurate, exclusive,
alternative weather forecast. Sponsor : ·creative Weather Compnay,
845 West Buckingham, Chicago,
Illinois 60657-(312)

after laying out Wednesday. Hope
I recover by Summer so I can ride
the roller coaster.
sp. ed.

Wanted : Roommate wanted: male
.or female, own room, 15 minu te
walk from school. Call Jack for
details, 588-5689, mornings ·before
10 :00 a. m.

Wanted
Male or female
roommate to share two bedroom
apartment within walking distance
from Northeastern on a quiet
street near a park. Your share of
the rent ·is $80.00 per month.
Super clean place, move in the 1st
of March. Call . 342-9705, ask for
John Lundin or leave name and
phone.

F o r · Sale'
Apartment for rent - 5 rooms, 2
bedrooms carpeted, living and
dining room, near stores and·
transportation. Very reasonable
rent . Vicinity of Sacramento and
Diversey. Call 827-2075.
For Sale - '70 Chrysler Newport,
4 dr., new engine - air cond. P W
steer & breaks. Call Mr . Levine,
271-6803 , 10 a .m. to n oon
weekdays.
For Sale -

Carner;, 1 spotmatic

II with a 55mm, 1, 8 lens for $150.
1 spotmatic II A body for $125.

- -----

28mm . 3.5 smc takumar lens for
$65. Call Sal a t ext. 458 or
525-5398.

·wanted - Need a ride for summer
: sessions at Camp-Do-Mor. Share
: expenses. Vicinity of Addison and
Central. Call 685-0272, evenings.
E. Bruzewicz

Sale - 12 string Harmony guitar
1 yr. old Cost me $200. Will- sell
for $150. Call Julie 625-5671 ,
mornings before 11 a.m.

.:.....- - - - - -

Bridge oier trouhled waters
Mr . Robert Crampton, our
Director of Physical Plant
(Building and Grounds) must
foretake in maintaining a clear
walkway between " B " wing
and the Science building. It is
an unpleasant task for our
Building and Grounds men,
but necessary because more
t han half the students on
campus cross the walkway at
least once, if not several t imes
each day.
Crossing over t he grass one
must dirty t heir shoes and
slacks, by crossing the roadway and, sidewalk one must
take t he chance on getting
soaking wet from the knees
down, and as Miss Marion
E tten, Health Service Director, has stated, wet feet and
cold weather lowers body
r esistance, causing " cold s "
which can cost a student a loss
of days in class and of work.
Therefore, I ask that t he
administrators of Northeaster
Illinois University, take a few
minutes and walk over and
view the scene that takes place

it , and the roadway sank,
because of the heavy machinery passing over it.
•
Mr. Melvyn Skvarla, Director of Campus Planning has
stated to me that the roadway
and sidewalk will be t orn up
and replaced, as soon as
construction of Commuter
Center is completed. Hopefully, late spring or this
coming summer.

by R.L. McDonald
• Student Senator
The temporary answer to
t h e sunken s idewalk and
roadway leading from the " B " ·
wing to the Science building,
was the construction of a
bridge made -of 4X4 's and
plywood sheet s about fo r feet
wide. The sidewalk sank due to
city utility trucks parking on

.--------~-------~~.--~---.,,-I
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I.D.'s

I
~'-"' 9 ~ ANY KIND . II.,.__ _ _ _ _ _-'
YOU SPECIFY
I·· Academic Diplomas, Birth, Ma'r"riage C~rtificates, Sp~cial ID Cards - t ,l!
I · yours instantly. YOU NAME THE FORM YOU NEED and it's yours. Deqr•Je
with your name ·and subjec~ on authentic, genuine looking parchmer.•. in
I impressive
Old English scrfpt. Other documents are prepared· in app,Of.i, k!te
I form. All certifica.
tes come complete with gold embossed seal. Satii;f-,;;ti·,:,n
I,

gu5arandteed$
.
h
..
en 9.95 eac or $16.95 for any two (Shipped in mailing tube.) l;;pecial
.work? Custom work our specialty and all inquiries answered. Allow 3 weeks
for delivery. Rush orders and $1.00. Send your nam!.', what certificate,
degree you want and a ch&GI( or money order to:
novelty press, P.0; Box 48081, Niles, Illinois 60648.
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soon as possible or PLEASE .
between class hours. Then,
ladies and gent leman of our · join five thousand plus students and .myself in wading
administration, PLEASE , get
through the doubled wa ters of
together and have that roadour campus walkways.
way and sidewalk repaired , as

OUR COMMUNITY IS HIS CO NCERN!

INFORMATION ON
ABORTION
To 24 weeks

State Licensed Qinics
Chicago and.. Suburbs

VOTE TUESDAY FEBRUARY 25, 1975
CITIZINS FOR SOL GUTSTIIN. 2649 W. LAWRINCI AVI., CHICAGO

Open 7 days a week
Gall 8:30 a.m. to

8:00p.m.

215.;8292

Endorsed by: Chicago Tribune, Chicago Daily
News, Chicago Sun Times, Chicago Federation of
Labor & ln~ustrial Union Council (AFL-CIO),
preferred candidate - Independent Voters of Illinois

. .
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Wffrnen .~~ar ~t basketball .
consecutive baskets by U. of
Chicago and an offensive foul
called against Northeastern
with time running out, handed
Guzik's team their second loss
of the season against 3 wins.
Scoring: Nicketta-18, Foster-14, Rozdilsky-9, Kaspar-6,
Harty-2.
Half-time- UNI 31, U. of C.
25.
For their 3rd game in as
many days, Northeastern
traveled to Circle and bounced
back with a 59-44 victory. UNI
took a quick 8-0 lead, but
couldn't hold on as Circle came
back to take a 1 point lead
14-13 with 8:47 left in the half.
. Down by 3, Laurie Foster, hit
a basket at the buzzer to make
the score 24-23, UICC in the
land. Northeastern stormed
back in the second half with
Pam Nicketta scoring the first •
two baskets to give UNI the
lead for good. Linda Harty
glayed a good defensive game,
despite the fact that Circle's
center was .7 inches taller.
Foster and Dodo Kaspar
controlled the boards for
Northeastern and Ruth Rozdilsky and Kathy Serczyk set up
some key plays for the team.
. Guzik's girls just blew Circle
right out of the gym in the
second half, outscoring them
36-20.
Scoring: Three players

by Nancy Bartosh
The Women's Basketball
Team played a tough schedule
last · week, winning only 2 of 4
games. They started the week
off great when they trounced
Mayfair 51-23. With our
starters no match for Mayfair,
Coach Guzik played the second
string a whole half. They
gained some valu,.able experience as well as showed what
they could do in a game
· situation. As a team, Northeastern commited a season low
of only 12 fouls.
Scoring: Rozdilsky-13, Kaspar-12, DeFranceschi-8, Serczyk-6, Harty-4, Foster-2, Nicketta-2, Covington-2, Bartosch-2, Luab-0.
Half-time- UNI 27, Mayfair
11.
The next day Northeastern
lost a heartbreaker to U. of
Chicago, 50-49. This was
probably the best team game
we've played yet, but there
were too many calls made
against us to keep anything
going. UNI's passing was
really doing the job in the first
half as they took a 31-25 lead
after the first 20 minutes.
With 10:32 left in the game U.
of Chicago scored a basket to
pull ahead 42-41, a lead they
never lost. Guzik 's girls came
within a point 46-45 with
_ _ _ _!!;
ab:.!:o~u!!t:._::4 __min. left, but 2

scored in double figures led by
Nicketta with a season high of
21 pts. Kaspar-16, Fostel'.-12,
Rozdilsky-4, Serczyk-4, Harty-

2.
The women dropped their
season record to 4-3 after
taking a beating from south:
side rival Chicago State 76-58.
CSU scored 8 points before
UNI could even muster a
basket. Northeastern fell behind by as many as 17 points
at one time, but . battled back
to make the· half time score
35-19 in favor of Chicago
State. In the second half, UNI
came out with a man-to-man
_defense instead of their usual
zone. It seemed to work much
better, because they could. run
the fast break off of it better,
and when you have a small
team like this, you don't have
any other choice.
Coach Guzik's team came as
close as 12 points, by scoring
more than twice what they did
in the first half, but were too
far behind to get anywhere.
The final score found Chicago
State ahead 76-58.
·
Scoring: The blanced scoring attack showed 4 people in
double figures: Kaspar-16,
Nicketta-15, Foster-IO, Rozdilsky-10, DeFranceschi-3, Harty2, Covington-2.
Half-time-Chicago Sta.te 35,
UNI 19.

Swi111111111 1inlt on 1oa1 nole
. 1-3 in every event except for
dates Mike Blaul and Dave
Detman just haven't put it
400 Free Relay which was
together and Dale Hemple is
given to the Eagles as a gift
out with a broken hand.
from Bradley.
Northeastern travels to MilCoach Shimp£ and the team
likan this weekend to comwould like to wish this years
pete in Districts,• this is
seniors: Mike Pyne, Steve
Huber, Dale Hemple and
the last chance fot the Eagles
co-capts. Kurt Karrasch and
to qualify for the Nationals.
John Stannois has qualified in · Mike Blaul the best at the
district meets and in the years
3 meter diving while among
to come. ·
the s~imme~s likely · candi-

by Sweet Deet
The UNI Swim Team
concluded their dual meet
season with another loss; this
.time to Bradley University
which finalize 's their record at
7-5. The meet with Bradley
was a general disappointment
as even usual standouts failed
to produce anything note
worthy. Bradley controlled the
meet as they either took 1-2 or

highly rated small college team
who had a 15-3 record.
UNI had problems in the
first half and after some poor
shooting they trailed 44-34 at
· intermission. In the second
haif Ferris State built its lead
up as high as 17 points (69-52)
before the Eagles surged back
to tie th~ game at 79 all with 2
minutes left. Sparking the
Northeastern comeback were
Kidd, ~ho tallied 22 pts. for

b-ball (cont'd from P. 12)
with 17 points, -Danny Crawford added 15, Sta_niec finished
with 13, center Tyrone Rutues
had 12 and freshman Same
Clark scored 9.
The Eagles returned to
action on Friday, Feb. 14 when
they traveled to Big Rapids,
Michigan for a non-conference
game against Ferris State, a
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Want a change in your luncht1me routirfe?
Go Chinese ..:. American dishes, too.
Lunch served to alf students at all hours.
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the night and John " Bird"
W aytula who added 20.
However, in the final 2
minutes Ferris State guard
Larry Garner scored a pair of
key baskets and · UNI was
beaten 85-81.
, St Norbert's College in
Green Bay, was the stop the
following . evening and unfortunately the results were just
as bleak as the Eagles were
beaten 88-83. In a losing effort
Staniec played an outstanding
game for UNI as he scored 26
pts. and pulled down 16
rebounds. Rutues also had a
fine game tallying 24 pts. But
a Northeastern rally fell short
and the Eagles suffered
another close defeat.
A key factory in the losses
was the absense of Crawford,
who had suffered a toe injury
earlier in the week. However
Danny and his teammates
:should all be ready when the
Golden Eagles play their
biggest game of the season
tomorrow night against St
'Francis.
I
\
. . ... . .
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Carolyn Anderson perfomrs a back walk over on the beam. She
placed third last week in the all around competition in the
sectionals. [Photo by Paul Manda]

Gymnastics team ·
makes State
by Diane Langill
Saturday, Feb. 15 turned
out to be a perfect day for
Northeastern's
gymnastic
team. Sectionals were held at
De Paul University and nine
teams competed. The top four
· teams, the top eight individual
event winners, and the top
eight all around winners in this
meet are chosen to go to the
State Meet at Northern Feb.
28, to March 1.

Our beginning team came j n
a strong third, only 2.35 points
behind second place Circle, and
only 5.05 pts behind 1st place
Triton.
The intermediates surprised
everyone by taking 1st place
for total team score. Carloyn
·Anderson took a first on bars
and 3rd all around. All I can
say is congratualtions to the
girls and best of luck in State.

Hockey (cont'd from P. 12)
Nuccio played the entire . by Twardawski and Patterson.
game stopping some very
Hopefully, the Eagles will
important shots on goal to
travel to Wisconsin for a
retain the shutout. Even
tournment but if they don't it
though he only stopped 14
has been a prosperons season.
. shots on goal, quite a few had
Coach Ray Biondo has _put
goal #1 written all over them.
together a fine varsity squad
In the first period the
with the help of Mike Dunn,
Eagles took things slow but . · his geIJ,eral manager, and both
ended up with a 2-0 lead. Bob: men are proud of the effort the
Hessburger started things off
team put out this season.
·with a blazing slapsh.o t which
Biondo says there will be
the IIT goalie never had a
increased talent flowing . into
chance. Setze fed ·the puck to
Northeastern because of our
Bob then the score · was 1-0.
hockey program with the help
Alcock scored unassisted to
of the school and the Athletic
end the period 2-0.
Dept., the teams winning ways
In the second period, the
will ' continue.
Eagles took matters in their
own hands. Scott Peterson
scored his second goal assisted by Lazaro. Alcock then
scored his three goal hat trick
at the eleven minute mark
assisted by Van Haute. The
score after 2 periods was 5-0
UNI on top.
Creative Photo Ltd:
In the 3rd period it was all
frosting. Van Haute scored
525,5398
twice in the third period
Pro Work At
assisted twice by Alcock and
Reaso11able
Rates
Spain. Setze ended his seasons
· scoring by putting one past
AUTHENTIC LOOKING
the IIT goalie being assisted
.,,__.
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The Mens Basketball Intramurals are still bouncing. There are five presently
undefeated with 4-0 records. Among them are the Old Timers who are experienced
· through age; Deep Throat, really cutting in to the top; the Challengers and the

Stones, who will be up against each other next Tuesday. The Muh Fugs [pictured
are'battling the Black Hawks in a recent game. They also set intramural record scoring 93-28 over the L.A. Lakers [2-2]. Photo by Bob Trahan.

Cagers face St. Francis ·again! ·
by Al Albert
The 1975_ Chicagoland Collegiate Athletic Conference
· basketball race has finally
moved into its last week of the
season, and the league champ-

ion is still in doubt. The
winner could be deci-ded
tommorrow night Feb. 22 at
Northeastern when the Golden
Eagles battle division-leading ·•
St Francis College of Joliet at

Icemen

finish
•
•

w1nn1ng
by Mike Dunn
Northeastern's hockey team
enjoyed their first winning
season in the teams history by
ending up with 13 wins, 12
losses, and 1 tie. They finished
the season this past week- by
. winning decisive victories over
"Big 10" school Northwestern
5-3 and ITT by a romping
score of 8-0.
The game against Northwestern was a well played,
hard fought battle, which
ended with tempers flapping
and both· benches emptying
into an out and out brawl.
Mike Setze, the teams leading scorer for the past two
years opened the scoring at
0: 14 of the first period assisted
by his linemates Scotte Peterson and Emil Twardowski.
Northwestern tied the game
at the seven minute mark.
That 's the way the first period
ended with a score of 1-1.
Both teams scored once
a gain in the 2nd period. Northeastern scored first, t hen
Sean Alcock with one of his
. million moves tied it, . being
assisted by Tony . Lazaro . .The
second per~od ended .with the

score 2-2.
The game broke open in the
3rd period. Alcock broke the
tie just 9 seconds into the
period by scoring his second
goal assisted by Jeff Kadonaga and Lazaro. Kadonaga
followed with an unassisted
goal to make it 4-2. NU then
scored cutting the margin
4-3. Lazaro " iced" the game
with just a little over a minute
remaining to play, scored assisted by Ken Spain and Dan
"gunnu" V.an Haute.
That goal upset the "Big
10" school and with just 53
seconds remaining, the game
was called due to the brawl
which emptied both benches,
Rich Nuccio, the Eagles #1
goal tender stopped numerous
point
blank
shots
and
thwarted dozens of Northwestern scoring threats.
The game against IIT last
Thursday, Feb. 13 proved to
be not much of a problem for
our much improved team. The
Eagles posted their first shutout of the season and the first
in their history by the score of
8-0.
(cont'd on page 11)

7:30 pm. In the words of UNI
coach Spin Salorio, " ·St
Francis is a very good
ball club. They have two
outstanding guards (Lee Capista and- Bill Gerrish) and a
few good rebounders. In our
first meeting ell,rlier . this
, season (a 79-67 St. Francis
win) they played a near-perfect
game, and if we are going to
win tomorrow we have to
stop their guards and control

the boards."
As·for -last-weeks action, the
Eagles opened the week by
taking a big 90-74 decision
from Circle on Wed., Feb. 12.
Northeastern controlled this
contest right . from the start
and broke the game open in
the second half. After enjoying
a 39-30 halftime lead, the
Eagles took advantage of a 10
point spurt to capture a 67-48
lead midway through the

second half. During this spurt
Bobby Beckam scored on a _ _ _.....,,.......
beautiful off-ha.lance · twisting
layup and Gary Staniec put on
a shooting exhibition, hitting 3
long-jumpers from the corner
and a short-range bank shot.
The victory was a strong
team performance in which
everyone did his share Steve
"Sugar Bear" Kidd led UNI
[continued on page 11]

jock rap
involved in matters related to their jobs. Each
faculty member involves themselves around
their own . sport and say the "hell" with the
other teams.
Is Physical Education just a Playing Sport?
This is what we are taught and changes
Does our Athletic · Dept really care about
should be made soon.
. athletics? Do our majors participate enough to_
The majors should get out more and see the
: be called "Phusical Education Majors"?
other teams that make up their department.
These are questions_ I ask myself over and
Teams play better when they see faculty and
. over again. I am a phys ed major and I am
students from their school cheering them on.
involved and I really don't like what- is
Faculty members should "practice" what they
happening. I really don't blame the majors
"preach".
themselves, but I do put thes~ questions to
All the coaches: basketball, baseball, football,
them and to our highly rated Phys· Ed faculty.
hockey,
te1:nis, and girls athletics should become
Physical Ed is just not playing in a sport, as
more inv:olved in each others sport. Poll each
most people think, it is learning what' is going
faculty member and see how many saw more
on around them. These ideas are not conveyed
than one, or just one, game of basketball, footby any of the faculty . They stress the
professional aspect of teaching and if you don't ball or hockey. They seem to feel that if they
meet their requirements, you suffer the conse- c?me to an opening day garrie that it makes up
for the whole season.
quences.
This editorial is not just painted on our
If you were to take a poll of t he faculty and
athlet ic dept. It is also pointed at our school or
th~ majors your results will show that over 75%
so called "J,iigher" education ·and the "elite"
of them have not been to one of the
faculty; deans, President Mullen and dept
Nort~eastern- basketball, tennis, hockey, baseheads.
ball or football games. How many do you t hink
The school is footing the bill for our dept; so
have been to our girls gymnastics meets?
Northeastern, Get involved!! !
It is really terrible when your "peers" feel the
Look at the teams were trying to build to
need not to participate in the subjects which
represent our school. Be Proud!! Wake Up! ,
they will be trying to teach some day.
before its too late.
The faculty stresses participation and getting
Signed
involve~ but they themselves fail to get
Anonymous
The following letter was recently received by tlie
Print as a commentary on the Physical
Education Department ..

